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ABORTED IMAGES - Les grands spectacles de Bas Schevers 

 

In the last scene of Michelangelo Antonioni's Blow-Up (1967), the paradigmatic movie for the 

analysis of the concept of vision, we witness the image of disappearance.   What we can see in 

this episode are several young people playing tennis outdoors – nothing strange in such a 

game, up to the point when we realize the fact that no real tennis ball is being used, as the 

players turn out to be miming the action.  The main character in the movie, a puzzled yet 

curiously open-eyed photographer, stares at the scene and becomes seduced, more and more, 

to take part in the game himself. What we can really see in this episode is, as a matter of fact, 

nothingness itself fetishized by an absent object of attention. As the conclusion to the movie 

at its very end, this brief yet remarkable fragment in the life of the photographer in question is 

one last slap in the face of the movie-watchers already identified with the main protagonist. 

The "confusion" developing on the screen leaves the external spectators equally puzzled in 

front of the situation in which the photographer, having accepted the rules of the new game, is 

"throwing" the absent object over to his fellow players. Once his action is committed, he 

remains still while hallucinating the sound of the real tennis match,  which we also start 

hearing.  He is standing all alone, in the middle of an empty field, totally isolated from the 

rest of his  immediate environment.  Caught by the movie-camera’s bird's-eye view, he begins 

to vanish from our viewpoint, along with everything else around him: turning into a single 

blur, he becomes simply "turned off", drowned in the darkness, and erased.  In those last 

seconds before the moving image finally "leaks out," the fatal truth of seeing is revealed in 

front of our eyes. It seems as if the mute photographer has established a telepathic connection 

with his literary soul mate Julio Cortasar's photographer in his novel Djavolje bale (Serbian 

translation for The Devil's Snivel). This is the novel that served Antonioni as a pretext for his 

movie, and there is no coincidence in the two photographers becoming kind of conceptual 

doppelgängers in our analysis of the concept of the gaze. In such a context, Cortasar's 

character - equally meditative and thoughtful in his own camera obscura, in front of another 

photograph that he has just developed - is pronouncing the following words:  

[…]I have understood, if this is what one calls understanding, what is supposed to 

happen, what was supposed to happen, what should be happening in that very 

moment, among those people, right there, where I showed up in order to disturb some 
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order, intervening without any particular reason by what has not yet happened but is 

going to happen right now, now it will be fulfilled.1 

The moment in which the concentrated Observer is disappearing is the same one when the 

Photograph is being revealed – in the vertigo of the future that has already happened.  

Antonioni's and Cortasar's photographers have the very same eye of a voyeur whose focal 

point is produced by that unreachable spot of the image that is being meticulously observed 

and analyzed, in an attempt to decipher its mystery by penetrating into its core. But in vain - 

the universe of the filmic image remains imaginary until the observer realizes the fact that it is 

not they who are supposed to enter the image, because the image has already been inside of 

them, he or she is the image, and they have been observed –while observing their own gaze. 

 

The situation equals, for example, the beginning of Yukio Mishima's Mornar koji je izneverio 

more (The Sailor who Betrayed the Sea) in which the main child-character Noboru finds out 

the fatal truth of seeing.  While the boy is secretly watching his mother changing her clothes 

through an eyehole in the wall separating two neighbouring rooms, her "lack" of a phallic 

organ produces not only his discovery of the difference among humans (by modes of 

anatomic regulation and division of sexes), but also much more than that: it becomes the 

moment of initiation into an endless obsession  about this condition of lack, the moment 

demarcating the need to phantasmatically overcome such imperfect deficiency over and over 

again, throughout the entire lifecycle. This is the manner in which our view simultaneously 

covers and uncovers the truth of seeing, while forcing the observer to fantasize about the "real 

thing" and, in order to have it seen, makes his/her desire grow.2 Behind the veil there is 

nothing: if there is anything to exist behind the veil it is the absence as such - Nothing, the 

empty space of desire, the Nothing that is always hidden behind the object of desire. 

 

In  Lacanian discourse, the veil (or the curtain) truly materializes one of the most fundamental 

images of the human in relation to the world:  

The veil, the curtain in front of something, is again what lets us best picture the     

fundamental love situation. One may even say that with the presence of the curtain 

what is beyond as lack tends to be realized as image. Absence is painted upon the veil. 

This is nothing other than the function of a curtain, whatever it may be. The curtain 

                                                
1 Hulio Kortazar, “Djavolje bale”, in Apokalipsa u Solentinameu, Rad: Beograd 1998, p.130 
2 Marjorie Garber, “Breaking the Code”, Vested Interests. Cross-dressing & Cultural Anxiety, Harper Perennial : New York 1993; see also Mardžori Garber, Šik 

od Arabije: transvestizam, transseksualizam i erotika kulturnog prisvajanja, Ženske studije 2/3, Beograd, 1995, p. 162-184. 
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gets its value, its being and its consistency, from being clearly that upon which 

absence is projected and imagined. The curtain is, if one may say, the idol of absence. 

(Jacques Lacan, The Function of the Veil, IX in Seminar 4, The Object Relation).  

This is, from the psychoanalytical perspective of the last century, the perfect example to 

analyze the desire-situation which embodies the in-between position (the space between the 

Subject who is looking and the Object being looked at), as a way of revealing the following 

fact: that the object of desire is always behind the visible world of appearances and does not 

consist of any desire, but rather of its symbol – which is merely Nothing.  If "absence is 

painted upon the veil," what lies beyond (as that mysterious lacking object hidden from our 

view) tends to be realized as an image, a visual spectacle, a "happening." This particular 

moment (the moment of visual “apotheosis,” so to say), brings my attention closer to the point 

of this text.  

 

* * * 

 

"…J’appelle «événement» une rupture dans la disposition normale des corps et des langages 

telle qu'elle existe pour une situation particulière (...). L'important est ici de remarquer qu'un 

événement n'est pas la réalisation d'une possibilité interne à la situation, ou dépendente des 

lois transcendantales du monde. Un événement est la création de nouvelles possibilités. Il se 

situe, non pas simplement au niveau des possibles objectifs, mais à celui de la possibilité des 

possibles. (...) Si l'on se souvient ici de ce que, pour Lacan, nous avons l'équation réel = 

impossible, on voit aussitôt la dimension intrinsèquement réelle de l' événement. On pourrait 

aussi dire qu'un événement est l'advenue du réel en tant que possible futur de lui-même." 3 

 

 

Too much is going on nowadays.  Too many "happenings"… You can say more by showing 

less. The bankruptcy of images is what first strikes a spectator encountering the universe of 

Bas Schevers, the iconographical deficiency even. But the image of his universe is never 

complete, whatsoever.  To an informed eye, it always represents the mid-point between him 

(the image-maker) and them (the accomplices in the image-making process, also known as 

“spectators”): some believe that such an image is still coming towards them, some are 

uncertain and wait to see what will happen, and some know that it is already heading away 

                                                
3 Alain Badiou, L’hypothèse communiste, Nouvelles Éditions Lignes: Paris 2009, p. 191 
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from them, never to come back. Schevers’ world of images, at first sight, incites us to read 

them as images of hope and great expectation that are being intentionally mocked while 

performed or put on display.  They evoke a kind of activity restricted to (reduced, inhibited 

and seemingly forbidden, even) minimal declarations coming out of the artist’s montage of 

gestures and statements, whose sole modality is that of presence (of bodies, materials, objects) 

freed from representation. Being an instant of time, the image reveals that its presence, rather 

than mere contents or form, becomes  a powerful tool in the constitution of a happening while 

the true, unknown intention hides behind its own mode of appearance.  An immediate 

experience of being (caught up) together, is established in that zone of expectation between 

what is happening and what is supposed to happen (to take place, in the sense of occupying 

the space of public action) and is what constitutes the specificity of Schevers’ highly 

ambiguous image-world. 

 

Such an ambiguity is not without reason. In what is paradoxically designated as “image 

without accomplishment,” the reference to unrealizable and never complete acts of (self) 

execution is not merely arbitrary. It is situated within the strict parameters of a socially 

sanctioned system of rules, where one’s public behaviour needs to remain tamed and 

controllable.  However, an indeterminate corporeal action in Schevers’ case - either in terms 

of bodily gestures or in what is residual of the movement - constantly holds the risk, as 

opposed to deliberate manipulation or mockery in front of his spectators.  It is still timid and 

cautious, yet it gets hold of its own "embarrassing" nature as if without such a motivation it 

would not have existed at all.  This is an entirely different register of thoughts aimed at a 

confrontation with one’s surrounding: the full-frontal conflict has been exchanged for a 

calculated, subtle and inoffensive range of tactical operations for a reason that seems 

invisible, thus, hardly achievable, but present and existent. It remains a metaphor that evokes 

the idea of life, through art, in comprehension with the sense of art as an absolute, an Ideal.   

 

I would insist on those aspects of Schevers’ encounter with the Real that touch upon the latent 

atrocity of our image-saturated world: in that sense, the latency is what shall be highlighted in 

comparison to the atrocious nature of our “spectacular” environments measured by the effects 

that all kinds of visual media can produce for the eye of the beholder.  

 

The resignation from the visual, therefore, is what delineates the political potential of 

Schevers’ work so far.  But this is not a resignation in the form of yet another loud protest 
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against the world of (media) violence as such: it is a programmatic step backward, from the 

theatrical battlefield into the rehearsal backstage, where (behind the public veil) an 

examination of actions - never to be fulfilled in public - becomes the only sincere step toward 

the completion of an ideal. What Schevers strips bare is the object of absence as such, 

hovering both provocatively and innocuously in front of the "innocent" public gaze, tamed 

and silenced by the routine of the grand spectacles of today. As in Antonioni's final episode, 

we witness the image of disappearance once again, only to become abruptly awakened for a 

single moment in which our preconceived perceptions are shaken to the point of zero degree 

visibility. 

This particular moment could also be metaphorically described in the following way: imagine 

the scene that opens up our view towards a female, long-haired character, seen from her 

backside, while looking at a male, bronze figure, hovering above her in a gesture of a friendly 

(inviting) salute.  All is set up with an open-air ambiance, framed by the blue sky and the top 

floors of two residential white buildings, the construction of which might resemble the 

architecture of the previous century, especially in the east of Europe, but not exclusively.  In 

the areas between, the greenery of the trees gives the feeling of a more subtle, romanticized, 

almost idyllic environment in which the synchronic cohabitation of humans, monuments, 

architecture and nature is still somehow possible. This unusual “socialist apotheosis,” as a 

matter of fact, refers to the idea that an individual (in this case “Lenin,” or the figure of Lenin) 

has been raised to godlike stature, adored by a faceless woman, looking towards it in her 

(invisible) pose of silent and excited adoration and also – disbelief.  Lenin’s godlike stature 

here is literally embodied by a monumental bronze statue at the moment of its removal 

(erasure) from the actual place of its previous habitat. Whether she is really looking at the 

statue or just fantasizing about it is not so relevant at this point: what is essential is that this 

image establishes a relation with reality that has been under-cover and under transformation 

for decades, but appeared as everyday life in such an abrupt, almost overnight manner, that 

the dynamics between the “dream world and catastrophe” get their full significance instantly 

(as the aforementioned scene from the German movie Good-bye Lenin actually exemplifies). 

This moment of rupture (bordering the dream world and catastrophe) brings forward Reality 

in the same manner of delivering a vacation experience on a tropical island that lies too close 

to the epicentre of an earthquake.  Another example of undergoing the experience of this 

moment of rupture, of the Real as it actually is, could be the following: imagine luxury liners 

docking at private beaches near Haiti in January 2010, on the eve of a devastating earthquake, 
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for holidaymakers to enjoy the water just before the catastrophe takes place. This is the 

moment which inverses the miraculous nature of our perception into a deceptive image of our 

immediate surroundings - just as the body’s action on visual matter (which is the essence of 

artist’s activity) could be an optical perversion of visibility.  That is, perhaps, what the fall of 

communism (and the raising up of Lenin’s statue as well) could have meant to Alexander 

Kerner's mother at that moment of the movie: an optical perversion of visibility. The Face of 

the Real bears the mask of an environmental catastrophe at a far-away Caribbean island, 

under which the subtle occupation takes place: wrapped in a decor of humanitarian aid, the 

reality of the everyday becomes the polygon for yet another public (military) manoeuvre.  

And it becomes so real that it turns out to be virtual – at least for those of us who can watch 

the spectacular nature of this event on our TV screens. 

According to one of the critical analyzers of the movie: 

When the world really starts to move we are talking about a traumatic experience the 

outcome of which is not predictable. And anything can happen. That is the moment 

when the dominant ideological system breaks down; the moment of what Zizek calls 

(after Lacan) - the Real; the moment when the unbearable truth of social organization 

becomes visible. The Real – that which cannot be symbolized – that which is the dirty 

underbelly of social reality – suddenly becomes visible. Lenin in the air – not standing 

anywhere of importance, not imposing his historical truth onto our reality, our 

subjectivity: in the world of movement, the world where people celebrate rhizomatic, 

nomadic connections and lives, this moment is often celebrated. What is often not 

acknowledged is that this moment – if it is a real moment of transition and change – is 

absolutely terrifying. 

 

Bas Schevers experiments exactly with such traumatic borderline-experiences of our everyday 

life rhythms that allow the radical ruptures to happen ordinarily, without allowing the birth of 

the spectacle.  


